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The Bavarian state government of Franz-Josef Strauss decid
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ed on Feb. 26 to implement public health measures to contain
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the spread of AIDS. This decision comes just after the failure
of the West German federal government in Bonn to initiate a
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nationwide AIDS legislation including mandatory testing of
broader layers of the population and mandatory reporting of
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AIDS cases and infections.
The Bavarian move is a slap in the face of West German
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Health Secretary Rita "Rubbermaid" Siissmuth, notorious for
her manic insistence of a "voluntary" approach to the AIDS
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problem and huge public information campaign for "safer
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sex" and condom use. For about two months, there has been
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(CSU), the sister party of the governing Christian Democratic
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Union (CDU) of which Mrs. Siissmuth is a member, to chal
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a growing debate in Strauss's Bavarian Christian Social Union
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lenge the "preservative" rather than "conservative" policy in
Bonn.
The measures to be taken in the state of Bavaria include:
• Testing of all applicants to public service employment;
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• Testing of all prisoners in Bavarian jails and isolation
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of AIDS-positive inmates in separate sections;
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semen, and organs;

• AIDS-positive persons are banned from donating blood,
• Testing of all foreigners from non-EC countries apply
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• Testing of all drug addicts, male and female prosti

tutes, homosexuals, if necessary enforced by police;
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• Job ban for AIDS-infected male and

female prosti

tutes;
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• Strict regulations for red light districts and gay

bars;

• Strict enforcement of the law against anyone spreading
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the disease intentionally;
• Anonymous counting of all cases of infeCtion and dis-
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ing for residence;
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ease.
While these measures do not include a general testing of

,

the population and mandatory reporting by name,;they_Are a
first step that could be a model for other states. They also
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reflect the growing influence of the work of the 'PatritJts"ior
Germany, who for two years have demanded the enforcement
� ...
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of the German law on epidemics and a crash scientific pro

ulation and the institutions to this political i n- fi ghti ng around

gram to develop a cure and a vaccine against AIDS.

the AIDS issue. While in recent po lls, 70% of the Germans

Beside Strauss, a key proponent of public health mea

favored an AIDS test ranging "from the pr osti tu te to the

sures is Peter Gauweiler, undersecretary in the Bavarian In

chancellor" and 67% would agree to mandatory r ep orti ng,

terior Ministry, who stressed the civil right to life and well

there is violent rejection of the Bavarian approach by most

being for every citizen as the main motivation behind the

politicians and even medical institutions. Health Minister

Bavarian initiative. "In the case of AIDS, this fundamental

Siissmuth claimed that these measures are not for the welfare

right obliges the state to protect the non-infected part of the

of AIDS patients and AIDS virus carriers, a quite moderate

population from the virus and to give aid to the sick ones,"

statement from her side as she might prepare to cover her

Gauweiler stated in the German mass daily Bildzeitung Feb.

position for the future. The Social Democrats stated in an

27.

official release that the way in which the CSU would "stig
Meanwhile, in Bonn the coalition talks to form the new

matize" AIDS patients a nd exclude them from s oci et y is

federal government, after the general elections on Jan. 25

"intolerable." The only effect these measures will have is to

failed to address the AIDS issue in a rational way. Report

drive prostitutes and other high-risk persons out of Bavaria

edly, Strauss and other CSU representatives put the demand

and aggravate the AIDS problem in other states.

of anonymous reporting on the table but were rebuffed by the

The most extreme reaction came from the Association of

"condom mafia" of Siissmuth, CDU General Secretary Geis

German Private Physicians wh os e director stated that man

sler and the Free Democrats who argued that any state or

datory reporting and quarantine would create a "gigantic state

police enforcement of laws against AIDS victims would send

surveillance network" that reminds him of George Orwell's

them underground and worsen the problem. The only mea

novel 1984. He announced resistance by his colleagues to

sure the coalition partners could agree upon is an anonymous

participating in any mandatory reporti ng s cheme

.

gathering of data from laboratories involved in AIDS testing

Given the clear view of a large majority of the population

and a commitment for closer national research coordination.

concerning AIDS, it becomes more and more obvious that it

Otherwise, the public information campaign about "safe"

is those who block the way toward implementing public

sexual practices and use of condoms will be continued.
There are totally divergent reactions in the German pop-

health measures who will be held responsible for the un
checked spread of the deadly dise as e
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The Audio Info Engine never needs to sleep, eat, or use the washroom. Let it speak for you to deliver
information to your customers or clients at any time. This personal computer based system provides you with a
powerful tool to deliver information through the telephone network.
Using regular telephones, clients call the Audio Info Engine to hear your recorded messages.
Using the
pushbuttons on a touch tone telephone, they can select from a menu of information which you can establish and
easily change, even when you are away from the office.
Several cost effective Audio Info Engine hardware and software packages for a wide range of audiotex
applications are now available off-the-shelf. From simple announcement services, to interactive order entty
systems, and beyond, GRALIN has the experience and background to meet your information delivery requirements.
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They insure that the Audio Info Engine you

pun:hase meets your present requirements and is sufficiently flexible for expansion.
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